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Fun and Function is a wonderful site that offers a wide range of sensory toys, therapy equipment
for special needs, autism toys and all sorts of things that any child would enjoy spending time
with. They design products to fit the real needs of children. Even if those are head banging,
clothes chewing, arm flapping, crashing or just everyday help with social skills building. I for one
am a mom of four very rambunctious, accident prone children and have fallen in love with the
name of the tools/toys that you will find at Fun and Function.
Our favorite right now is the Foam Saddle Scooter. Now at first glance this may seem like any ole
push around product but it in fact is so much more. All of my children have taken a turn rolling
and rolling, playing kick ball, scooting and more. The only one who has yet to master staying on is
my 1 year old whom is very quickly learning balance and limitation by using this tool.

It is actually amazing that even when it is not playtime, my youngest daughter (age 4) will sneak
into our kitchen and close the door to play on the foam saddle scooter. She is actually our slowest
child when it comes to gain independence and it is amazing to see her play alone and well with
the foam scooter. While I cannot tell you what draws her to this piece; it happens everyday and
has for more than two weeks now. That is simply amazing in my eyes as a parent.

“Made of high density foam, this adorable Foam Saddle Scooter
enables children under 2 to ride fearlessly. Soft and comfortable,
children play longer and build their confidence in a variety of
positions and activities. Highly durable and safe for gliding indoors
and outdoors. Use in sitting, kneeling or prone positions for
vestibular and motor planning activities. Strengthens the upper and
lower extremities and improves balance, posture, and coordination.
Non-marring rubber casters swivel 360°. Supports up to 160 pounds.
11.4”X6.7”X12.2” Ages 1.5-5 Red.
NOTE: The seat of the foam saddle scooter is lower (closer to the ground) than the typical ride on
toy as this allows very small children or those with gravitational insecurity to ride like their
peers.”
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